. Timeseries of ripple wavelength and normalized spectral entropy for experiment 20120316, in which wave conditions and bed evolution were similar to the experiment shown in Figure 2A -D and Movie DR2. Dashed line marks the change in wave conditions. The difference in average spectral entropy before and after the change in wave conditions is due to a correlation between ripple wavelength and entropy. parameter space, suggesting that they are similar phenomena. Second, our slide experiments cross Hansen's stability balloon, indicating that we observe changes in ripple spacing under conditions for which they did not. Third, secondary crests and doubling do not overlap in this parameter space, suggesting that they may be different phenomena; rather, Hansen's doubling experiments overlap partially with our hourglass experiments, despite the different appearance of those defects. Fourth, pearling occurs when there is an increase in frequency but little to no change in amplitude -conditions that typically do not occur in nature -suggesting that pearling is a different phenomenon than hourglasses. 
